INTERESTED IN RESEARCH?

iTHRIV is a collaborative NIH-NCATS funded clinical and translational research institute (UL1 TR003015 & KL2 TR003016). iTHRIV provides resources, services, training and funding for health-related research teams at any stage of their careers across all Schools of UVA with 3 broad goals:

- use data to improve health
- grow the next generation of clinical and translational researchers
- enable diverse teams, including community partners, to solve pressing health problems

The iTHRIV research concierge service connects investigators to resources that support all aspects of clinical and translational health research. This service helps researchers conduct feasibility assessments, work towards a successful research proposal, plan for study conduct, address barriers during study execution, and effectively disseminate the health research results.

Resources and Services

- Informatics and Data Science Tools
- Biostatistics Support
- Training Resources
- Finding Collaborators
- Pilot Funding
- Feasibility Assessments
- Community and Stakeholder Engagement
- Proposal Development Support
- Regulatory Issues
- Research Ethics Consultation
- Trial Innovation Unit
- Understanding Budget and Billing
- Research Management Systems
- Publication Resources

Learn more about iTHRIV: www.ithriv.org

Browse the iTHRIV Research Concierge Portal (https://portal.ithriv.org/#/home) for resources and reach out for a personal consult through the help menu. Consults are available free of charge and can be requested through or by emailing ResearchConcierge@hscmail.mcc.virginia.edu.
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For general information please contact us at
iTHRIVAdmin@hscmail.mcc.virginia.edu